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Renowned Journalist Troy Anderson Releases Two Timely New
Books: "Revelation 911" and "Your Mission in God's Army"

Irvine, CA – Troy Anderson, a Pulitzer Prize-nominated journalist and bestselling
author, has unveiled two compelling new books that address urgent topics
surrounding faith, prophecy, and current events. "Revelation 911" and "Your
Mission in God's Army" offer unique insights and timely perspectives on
navigating the challenges of today's world in light of biblical prophecy.

In "Your Mission in God’s Army," co-authored with retired U.S. Army colonel
David Giammona, Troy Anderson provides readers with a roadmap to
discovering and fulfilling their faith-filled assignments before Christ's return.
This hands-on manual equips individuals to discern their divine destiny,
develop spiritual gifts, walk in supernatural power, and contribute to the end-
times harvest with courage and purpose.

"Revelation 911," co-authored with biblical prophecy expert Paul Begley, explores
how the mysterious Book of Revelation intersects with today's headlines. The
book presents a riveting analysis of current events, from plague and famine to
artificial intelligence and geopolitical tensions, drawing parallels to prophetic
warnings of the end times.

Revelation 911: How the Book of
Revelation Intersects with Today's

Headlines

Your Mission in God’s Army:
Discovering and Completing Your

Faith-Filled Assignment before
Christ’s Return

"'Your Mission in God’s Army' empowers believers to live boldly and securely
amidst these extraordinary times," says Anderson. "You are not just a bystander;
you are a crucial and remarkable part of God's divine plan."
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"Many signs of the end times are accelerating dramatically," notes Anderson.
"Through 'Revelation 911,' we offer hope and comfort, reminding readers of the
power, protection, and provision found in the Holy Spirit." 

Both books serve as essential guides for those seeking clarity and spiritual
understanding amidst global uncertainties. Anderson's profound insights and
meticulous research make these works essential reading for individuals
navigating the complexities of our modern age.

To schedule an interview with Troy Anderson or request review copies of
"Revelation 911" and "Your Mission in God's Army," please contact Troy Anderson:
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For more information about Troy Anderson and his latest releases, visit author,
Troy Anderson’s website, www.troyanderson.us.

To watch Troy Anderson's latest media interview discussing his new releases,
visit: Troy Anderson's Blog - Speaking Interviews

https://open.substack.com/pub/troyanderson/p/engage-your-church-with-guest-speaker?r=1gwr56&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

